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Abstract

A mounting number of studies suggest that individuals are not selfish, which perhaps

explains the prevalence of trust among strangers. Models of players who care about their

opponents’ payoffs have been used to rationalize these facts. An alternative motive is that

players care directly about how they are perceived by others. I propose and implement an

experimental design that distinguishes perception motives from payoff motives. Participants

not only exhibit concerns for perception, but they seem strategically rational by anticipating

the change in behavior of their opponents. The approach can explain previously documented

behaviors, both in the lab and in the field, and can shed light on some determinants of trust.
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1 Introduction

Trust enables transactions when enforceable contracts are absent, and even when contracts are

enforceable, trust can reduce transaction costs between trading partners. It is often argued

that trust fosters economic growth and promotes economic development (Fukayama (1995)).

Understanding trust, its determinants and its implications for economic outcomes has been a

central theme in economic research for at least two decades.1

Many studies focused on laboratory experiments that study behavior in the “Trust Game,”

which is a stylized game of trade without binding contracts that was originally introduced by

Berg et al., (1995). A trustor can “trust” a trustee by relinquishing some money, and the trustee,

who gains considerably from this act, can either reward the trustor in kind, or can abuse trust

and take the entire proceeds. Numerous experiments have confirmed a considerable amount of

trust, which is rewarded in kind by unselfish behavior of trustees. By and large these experiments

simulated one-shot anonymous interactions where relationship-building (repeated game) effects

are absent. This poses a challenge to the standard model of selfishly motivated agents.

This paper develops and implements a stark experimental design that simultaneously answers

two related questions. First, is trustworthy behavior motivated by a trustee’s concern for how

others perceive him? Second, do trustors grant trust as if they expect trustees to be motivated by

such concerns for perception? Experimental results confirm a positive answer to both questions.

The key experimental design rests on a manipulation of information that players have after the

game is over, without manipulating the way in which actions affect final payouts.

Altruism has long been recognized as a motive for unselfish behavior, and related impure

altruism, or “warm glow” effects, have been advocated as well (Andreoni (1989,1990)). Other

motives explored in the literature include concerns for fairness (Fehr and Schmidt (1999), Bolton

and Ockenfels (2000)); preferences for reciprocity (Rabin (1993), Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger

(2004)) and identity concerns (Akerlof and Kranton (2000)). Yet none of these pro-social motives

can explain why, in one-shot settings, trustees will react to environmental conditions that alter

whether others observe their behavior after a game ends.

More recently, however, various forms of a concern for “social esteem” have been explored.

The approach typically involves preferences for fairness or altruism that are complemented with a

concern for how one is perceived by others (Levine (1998), Benabou and Tirole (2006), Ellingsen

and Johannesson (2008), Andreoni and Bernheim (2009)).2 In these settings “audience effects”

emerge and players behave in ways that depend on whether their actions can be observed by

others. It is to this body of theoretical work that my paper is related. Its main contribution

to this literature is by concentrating solely on concerns for perception, and carefully isolating

audience effects from other pro-social motives.

1Studies of how trust affects broader issues in economics and finance have attracted considerable attention

(e.g., Laporta et al. (1997), Knack and Keefer (1997) and Guiso et al. (2008)).
2An older lietrature explores the behavioral implications of concerns for social image, including Bernheim

(1994), Ireland (1994) and Glazer and Konrad (1996)).
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Also closely related is a recent collection of experimental studies that investigate how ob-

scuring a subject’s actions affects their behavior, all of which have focused on variations of the

dictator game. For example, when a dictator’s behavior is less exposed he behaves more self-

ishly.3 In a recent paper, Dana et al. (2006) offer an innovative experimental design in which the

dictator can “exit” and conceal the game’s existence from a potential recipient, thus obscuring

his role. They show that dictators are willing to give up money and choose the exit option rather

than having more money to share with a recipient. The paper suggests that “if appearances are

the reason the dictator shares, she may wish to keep her endowment private so that the receiver

does not expect anything. Then, she does not have to give or feel guilty for not giving.”

The results in Dana et al. (2006) directly challenge theories of altruism, fairness and reci-

procity. They suggest that people will pay a premium for obscuring their selfish actions, consistent

with audience effects.4 However, an alternative interpretation is that people dislike knowing that

others are being disappointed, which is more in line with the explanation offered by Dana et

al. This form of “guilt aversion” was advanced by Charness and Dufwenberg (2006), which is

discussed in more detail below, and theoretically analyzed by Batigalli and Dufwenberg (2007).

The approach I take here contributes to these experimental studies in two significant ways.

First, the trustee cannot manipulate the trustor’s beliefs about whether or not a game is being

played. Treatments differ only by how much the trustee’s actions are exposed, and hence, how

easy it is for an audience to infer his actions. As a result, differences in behavior across treatments

cannot be explained by a wish not to disappoint.5 More importantly, I derive robust comparative

static effects from a simple model of “shame aversion” and test the specific implications of the

model, which are confirmed by the evidence.

Second, by using a trust game to explore audience effects it is possible to simultaneously test

both whether trustees behave as if they are “shame averse” (less selfish when their behavior is

exposed) and whether trustors behave as if they are strategically rational. Namely, if exposing

the trustee’s actions causes him to be less selfish, then trustors should be more trusting. The

evidence is consistent with strategic rationality.

The next section briefly describes the main idea of manipulating the exposure of a trustee’s

actions without altering the game’s other aspects using the noisy trust game introduced by

Charness and Dufwenberg (2006). When a trustee honors trust, there is some probability that

3Hoffman et al (1996) showed that in double-blind trials, subjects playing the role of dictators gave smaller

amounts as compared to treatments where the experimenter observes giving, suggesting that the experimenter

may be a relevant audience. Bohnet and Frey (1999) showed that when dictators and recipients face each other

then giving amounts are much higher.
4This finding was replicated and refined by Broberg et al. (2007) and by Lazear et al. (2010). Koch and

Normann (2008) show that when the recipient is distant from the dictator then giving is unaffected by the

recipient’s knowledge of the game. Audience effects play prominently in the results of Andreoni and Bernheim

(2009), and in Ariely et al. (2009) who interact these effects with material rewards.
5Ellingsen et al. (2010) test guilt aversion by eliciting beliefs from participants and sharing them with dictators

and trustees. Their evidence suggest that guilt aversion motives are weak. Subtle distinctions with guilt-aversion

are discussed in sections 4 and 5.1.
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the trustor’s payoff is identical to that when trust is abused. Hence, if the trustee’s actions are

not observed then the trustor cannot distinguish between “bad luck” and “bad behavior.”

Section 3 develops an equilibrium model to derive robust comparative static results on expo-

sure when the trustee is shame averse, modeled as a utility loss for the trustee that increases in

the trustor’s belief that trust was abused. The empirical predictions of the comparative static

analysis are used directly to design several experimental treatments that are described in section

4. Results from a series of experiments conducted in 2006 with 171 subjects from the University

of California—Berkeley are analyzed in section 5. A discussion follows.

2 Identifying Shame: A Noisy Trust Game

This section briefly describes a trust game originally introduced by Charness and Dufwenberg

(2006), and explains how a manipulation of the experimental design can identify preferences that

are inconsistent with altruism, fairness or shame aversion, yet consistent with audience effects.6

Player 1 (the trustor) can trust ( ) or not-trust () player 2 (the trustee). If trusted, player 2

can cooperate () or defect (). Trust followed by cooperation is Pareto superior to not-trust,

but following trust, player 2 must incur a cost to cooperate. Defection, however, imposes a cost

on player 1. There is imperfect success to cooperation: with probability  ∈ (0 1) cooperation
succeeds and player 1 receives a high payoff, while with probability 1−  cooperation fails, and

player 1 receives a payoff identical to his payoff from defection. Conditional on cooperating, the

pecuniary payoffs to player 2 do not depend on success.

Figure 1 describes two treatments for this game with dollar payoffs that are used in the actual

experiments and where  = 5
6
. The left panel shows the “exposure” treatment where player 1

observes player 2’s action. The right panel shows the “no exposure” treatment where player 1

cannot distinguish between defection and bad luck, both yielding him 0.

The difference between these two treatments only affects the possible beliefs that player 1

can have about player 2’s behavior. A selfish trustee will defect regardless of exposure, and

anticipating this a trustor should never trust. Moreover, since the mapping from pairs of ac-

tions to (probability distributions over) outcomes is unchanged, theories of altruism, fairness or

reciprocity all imply that both players should behave in the exact same way in both treatments.

If subjects exhibit different behavior across these two treatments then players must have

a concern for ex post perception. If player 2 experiences “shame” when he is perceived as a

defector then he should be more likely to cooperate when his behavior is exposed.7 The resulting

6Charness and Dufwenberg (2006, 2011) introduce cheap-talk into the trust game and focus on the role of

communication, not exposure. Andreoni and Rao (2011) investigate communication in dictator games.
7This is related to a vast literature in psychology that studies “Self-presentation”, which is an individual’s

concern about constructing his or her “public self”. Baumeister (1982) notes that “The most common procedure

for testing for self-presentational motives is by comparing two situations that are identical in all respects except

that some circumstance is public in one situation but private in the other.” He continues, “If public awareness

makes people change their behavior, it is because they are concerned with what their behavior communicates to
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Figure 1: A Noisy Trust Game with and witout Exposure

hypothesis follows:

Hypothesis 1 (The Power of Shame): Player 2 is more likely to cooperate in a game with

exposure relative to one with no exposure.

Now, if player 1 anticipates the “power of shame” then trust is more likely to pay off with

exposure. This implies the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2 (The Rationality of Trust): Player 1 is more likely to trust in a game with

exposure relative to one with no exposure.

In the next section I lay out a simple model from which robust comparative statics are derived.

These will not only supply solid foundations for the two central hypotheses listed above, but will

also lead to a set of well defined treatments that tease out the effects of exposure.

3 The Model

Consider the noisy trust game with the following payoffs: if player 1 chooses  then both players

receive   0. If player 1 chooses  and player 2 chooses  then both get an expected payoff of

  , where player 2 gets  for sure, player 1 gets 

with probability  and 0 with probability

1− . If player 1 chooses  and player 2 chooses  then player 1 gets 0 and player 2 gets   .

others.” The approach taken here is very much related to this line of research, with the extra step of embedding

behavior in a rational strategic setting.
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With no pro-social considerations the game has a unique sequential equilibrium: if trusted, player

2 will never cooperate since   , and in turn player 1 will never trust since   0.

For simplicity, player 1 is assumed to be risk neutral and selfish so that only monetary payoffs

matter to him and an expected amount 1 yields utility 1 = 1.
8 Player 2 is also assumed to

be risk neutral but has private information about the intensity of his pro-social concerns modeled

as preferences over the posterior beliefs that player 1 has about player 2 after the game is over.

There are two ways to model such preferences. One used by Ellingsen and Johannesson (2008)

would have player 1 form beliefs about the type of player 2, and player 2 having preferences over

those beliefs. An alternative that I use, which is simpler to incorporate, is that player 1 forms

beliefs about the action that player 2 chose, and player 2’s preferences are over these beliefs.

Formally, player 2 cares about money and about player 1’s beliefs about the action that player

2 actually chose. Let 1[] ∈ [0 1] be the posterior belief of player 1 about the probability that
player 2 chose to cooperate. Player 2 of type  who receives payment 2 and who believes his

opponent’s ex post belief is 1[] has utility 2 = 2−(1−1[]), where  represents player 2’s
shame aversion. Let  be distributed over [0∞) with cumulative distribution  (·) and positive
density (·).9 That is, player 2 suffers when player 1 thinks that player 2 defected with positive
probability, but player 2 does not care about the outcome that player 1 receives. Notice that

these preferences have neither altruism, concerns for fairness nor reciprocity considerations. As

a consequence, player 2 is not averse to defecting, but is averse to the beliefs that others have

about his possible defection.10

A “Good” outcome () is the one in which player 1’s payoff is 

and a “Bad” outcome ()

yields player 1 a payoff of 0. An exposure technology determines whether player 1 can infer the

reason for a bad outcome. The game exhibits exposure ( = 1) if player 1 observes the action

of player 2 and learns why a bad outcome occurred. The game exhibits no exposure ( = 0) if

player 1 learns nothing about the reason for the bad outcome.11

8Since treatments will only affect exposure of player 2, I focus on social preferences for player 2 only. Including

either pro-social concerns for player 1, or risk aversion, will not alter the comparative static results. For a model

with social concerns for both players that interact in interesting ways see Ellingsen and Johannesson (2008).
9Assuming positive density is convenient but not necessary. Introducing positive measures of certain type-

values can introduce mixed strategy equilibria that are less convenient to work with. Also, it suffices to assume

that  ∈ [ ] where   −    as will be come apparent from the analysis that follows.
10More general preferences of the form 2(2 1[] ) = 2 − (1[] ) where (· ·) increases in both

components would suffice for robust comparative statics. Using the alternative formalization as in Ellingsen and

Johannesson (2008) of “esteem” would be more in line with beliefs of the form “I think you’re a cheater” instead

of “I think you have likely cheated me.” To capture this alternative let (·) be the posterior belief of player 1
about the type of player 2, which is derived from  (·) and from belief about the strategy of each type. Player 2’s

preferences are over money and (·) so that less favorable beliefs about 2’s type will hurt more shame-averse
types. In this simple environment, these two notions of shame are isomorphic, and hence I resort to the simpler

formulation.
11 It is easy to introduce a more refined exposure technology  ∈ [0 1] as follows: with probability  there is

exposure after the payoffs are determined, and with probability (1− ) there is no exposure. The results derived

in the next section generalize to the case where exposure is given by this continuous probability of detection. This

 is similar, but not identical to the parameter  in Andreoni and Bernheim (2009).
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As player 1’s beliefs about the action of player 2 directly enter player 2’s utility, the analysis

follows the literature on “Psychological Games” pioneered by Geanakoplos et al. (1989) and

developed further for dynamic games by Battigalli and Dufwenberg (2008). I use a straightfor-

ward application of sequential equilibrium where in each subgame players play a best response

to their beliefs and these beliefs are consistent with Bayes’ rule. The best response of player 2

may depend on the beliefs of player 1 (more precisely, the beliefs of player 2 about the beliefs of

player 1). Equilibrium analysis requires that player 1 have correct beliefs about the types and

actions of player 2, and that player 2 have correct beliefs about the beliefs of player 1.12

Player 1’s posterior beliefs will depend on the history of play after the game ends. With

exposure this history can be restricted to  and  (the actions of player 2), while with no

exposure the history can be restricted to  and  because player 1 does not observe actions.

Hence, let 1[| ] be the posterior belief that player 1 assigns to action  being chosen,

conditional on the history  ∈ {} and exposure  ∈ {0 1}. Let  : [0∞) → [0 1]

denote the strategy of player 2 (the probability that player 2 of types  chooses ).

Clearly, following a good outcome player 1 perfectly infers that player 2 cooperated, hence

1[| ] = 1 for  ∈ {0 1}. Also, exposure reveals the action of player 2, and hence1[| 1] =
1 and 1[| 1] = 0. Finally, with no exposure bad outcomes may not be inferred perfectly so

that 1[| 0] ∈ [0 1]. Furthermore, if   0 for a positive measure of types (implying a posi-
tive probability of cooperation) and   1 for a positive measure of types (implying a positive

probability of defection) then 1[| 0] is strictly within the interior of the (0 1) interval.

Proposition 1: If  = 1 then there is a unique sequential equilibrium characterized by a cutoff

type 1 = −   0 such that all types  ≤ 1 choose  and all types   1 choose .

With exposure, the unique equilibrium is obvious: since   , monetary payments provide

an incentive to defect. However, since behavior is perfectly observed then the shame-cost of

defection is independent of the measure of types who cooperate. Hence, all types   −  have

a shame-cost of defection that is higher than the monetary benefit.13

Proposition 2: If  = 0 then there is a unique sequential equilibrium characterized by a cutoff

type 0  1 such that all types  ≤ 0 choose  and all types   0 choose .

Proposition 2 shows that fewer shame averse types will choose to cooperate with no exposure

as compared with exposure. The intuition follows in three steps. First, consider one extreme

where player 1’s prior beliefs are that all types cooperate. His posterior beliefs will never be

updated and shame is never imposed. But then, all types will defect. Second, consider the other

12Battigalli and Dufwenberg (2008) show that adopting sequential equilibrium to such a game is indeed valid

and that sequential equilibria exist. Unlike Battigalli and Dufwenberg (2007, 2008), higher order beliefs will not

play a role in the game analyzed and are therefore ignored.
13A similar analysis follows from preferences over beliefs about types. If all types prefer to be perceived as more

shame averse then shame aversion would motivate more shame averse types to act cooperatively. The analysis

would be more involved but will carry the same logic.
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extreme where player 1’s prior beliefs are that no type ever cooperates, then posterior beliefs

after a bad outcome must be that all types defect and shame is as high as for defection with

exposure. But then all types with   1 will cooperate. It follows that in equilibrium some types

must defect and some must cooperate, belief updating is therefore in the interior of (0 1) and

shame is less painful than with exposure. Hence, some types at and above 1 must defect.14

Propositions 1 and 2 provide comparative statics that underpin the first hypothesis of section

2, the power of shame. To reiterate, player 2 is more likely to cooperate in a game with exposure

relative to one with no exposure. In fact, the prediction is more refined and implies monotonic

behavior for every type. A type who cooperates with no exposure will cooperate with exposure;

a type who defects with exposure will defect with no exposure; and some types will switch their

behavior from defect to cooperate when their actions become exposed.

Equilibrium behavior of player 1 depends on the distribution of player 2’s types. His payoff

from trusting with exposure is (1 −  (1)) while with no exposure it is (1 −  (0)) which is

lower. Thus, there are three cases of parameter ranges to consider. First, if the distribution of

types is such that 1− (1)  

then player 1 should never trust. Second, if 1− (0)  


then

player 1 should always trust. Last, if 1−  (0)  

 1−  (1) then player 1 should not trust

with no exposure but should trust with exposure.

Player 1’s response to exposure is therefore weakly monotonic. If 1 −  (0)  

 1 −

 (1) then his behavior is strictly monotonic in exposure, while otherwise it is unchanged. This

underpins the second hypothesis of section 2, the rationality of trust. To reiterate, player 1 is more

likely to trust in a game with exposure relative to one with no exposure. To get a more refined

prediction some heterogeneity for player 1 must be introduced. For instance, players may have

heterogeneous subjective beliefs about the distribution of types that comes from past experience

(e.g., the prior in this game is the posterior of past experiences). In this richer environment,

denote a type of player 1 as , with beliefs  (;) about the distribution of shame aversion.

One can order player 1 types using first-order stochastic dominance: a type 0 is a “higher type”
than type  if  (;0)   (;) for all . This extension implies robust comparative statics

with heterogeneous individual-level monotonic behavior of every type of player 1. Any type who

trusts under no exposure will trust under exposure; any type who does not trust under exposure

will not trust under no exposure; and some types will switch their behavior from not-trust to

trust when player 2’s actions are exposed.

The model can be extended further to derive an additional comparative static result that is

14The results generalize if noise also follows defection. Imagine that after a choice of  the outcome is good

with probability  and bad with probability 1 − . As long as   , the results described above will carry

over because Bayes updating will imply that 0  [| 0]  [| 0]  1 when both  and  are chosen

with positive probability, and the inequality [| 0]  [| 0] would drive the result. However, no-trust
and defect becomes an equilibrium with no exposure. With this equilibrium the comparative static result holds

trivially since trust and cooperation are less than in the case of exposure. Also, as mentioned in footnote 10, a

more refined exposure technology  ∈ [0 1] will imply both type-monotonic behavior and the structure of Bayes
updating in this game.
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closely related to exposure: the effect of anonymity. The game so far is between two players,

where player 1 updates beliefs about player 2. A direct experimental implementation would

be, therefore, to have matched-pairs where each player knows who his matched-player is. It is

uncommon, however, to expose the identity of players and most studies implement anonymous

pairs, imposing a form of no exposure. I concur with Andreoni and Bernheim (2009) who advocate

for “the importance and feasibility of studying audience effects with theoretical and empirical

precision.” (p. 1610) The theoretical framework outlined in this section can help explore the

interplay between exposure and anonymity.

To proceed, imagine that there are  players in each role, yet the pairs are anonymous. In this

case, loosely speaking, each players 1 “spreads” his updating across all players 2.15 For example,

anonymous matching with exposure means that if some player 1 learns that his anonymous

partner chose to defect, he learns neither who it was, nor does he learn the outcome of the other

pairs. All he knows is that there is a defector in the group of players 2. Hence, anonymity

is another form of “imperfect monitoring.” However, even with anonymous pairs, exposure lets

every player 1 update beliefs about the group of players 2. As a result, extending the game to

several pairs of players yields an additional comparative static hypothesis as follows:

Hypothesis 3 (The Weakness of Anonymity): Fixing exposure, a switch from anonymous

to matched pairs increases the likelihood of both cooperation and trust.

4 Experimental Design

Hypotheses 1, 2 and 3 imply that anonymity and exposure can be interacted in four treatments

as described in Table 1.

No exposure Exposure

Anonymous AN ⇒ AE

⇓ ⇓
Matched Pairs MN ⇒ ME

Table 1: Treatments Derived from Hypotheses 1, 2 and 3

Consider anonymous pairs with no exposure (treatment AN). Incentives to cooperate (and

trust) will increase if either behavior is exposed (treatment AE) or if pairs become matched

(treatment MN). Similarly, switching from matched pairs with exposure (treatment ME) to

either treatments MN or AE will reduce incentives to cooperate (and trust). In the table, arrows

15Precisely, every player 1 has beliefs over the distribution of  actions and outcomes. When observing the

history of his game, only one of the  components of his belief is revealed, and Bayes updating is less extreme

about the symmetric group of platers 1. Each player 2 understands that his actions impose a negative externality

on the beliefs of players 1, and as a consequence, the incentives to cooperate are weaker.
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mark the direction in which audience effects are stronger. Note that it is not possible to rank

treatments AE and MN since one form of exposure increases while the other decreases.16

Two extra treatments not directly derived from the theory can shed light on more subtle

aspects of audience effects. These treatments both exhibit public exposure where the actions of

players 2 are announced to all the participants in the room. They differ in that one treatment has

anonymous pairs with public exposure (treatment AP) whereas the other treatment has matched

pairs with public exposure (treatment MP).

These additional treatments are useful to explore the concept of “guilt-from-blame” that is

introduced by Batigalli and Dufwenberg (2007), where player 2 dislikes being “blamed” for bad

outcomes.17 If shame is the primary motivator then it is the announcement of behavior and not

the identity-matching that should matter. In both treatments AP and MP exposure is identical,

so shame motives should have the same effect. If, however, guilt-from-blame is present, then

anonymous pairs implies that the trustor cannot assign blame directly, an externality is created,

and the level of cooperation in treatment AP should be less than that of MP.

The experimental game was directly taken from Charness and Dufwenberg (2006) and fol-

lowed their implementation closely. Sessions were conducted at UC Berkeley’s X-Lab in a large

classroom divided into two sides by a center aisle. Participants were randomly seated at private

tables with dividers between them. Twelve sessions were conducted. Two pilot sessions included

only one treatment each, AN and AE, to ensure that the experiment was manageable and easy

to implement. Each of the next four sessions (totalling 34 pairs) included the four treatments in

Table 1. The AP and MP treatments were added to the other four treatments in each of the last

six sessions, so those included six treatments each (totalling 53 pairs).

There were 10-30 participants per session with a total of 86 participants in the role of player

1 and 85 in the role of player 2.18 Smaller sessions (5-6 pairs) lasted for 30-40 minutes, and

large sessions (10-15 pairs) lasted for about one hour. The average payout was about $14 which

included a $7 show-up fee. In each session participants were referred to as “A” or “B” (for players

1 and 2 respectively). A coin was tossed to determine which side of the room were A-players.

Personal identification numbers were assigned to participants (A1, A2,..., B1, B2,...) who were

informed that they will be used to choose pairings, track decisions and determine payoffs. Before

each treatment began, a new random draw of pairings was used to prevent a repeated game

16The ranking of AE and MN will depend on the number of pairs and on beliefs about the distribution  (·),
the latter being impossible to control for.
17Batigalli and Dufwenberg (2007) also define “simple guilt” where player 2 dislikes having player 1 disappointed

by getting less than he expects to. The predictions derived in hypotheses 1 and 2 above cannot be derived from

simple guilt. They can be derived from guilt-from-blame since either removing anonymity or removing obscurity

can intensify the blame that player 1 can bestow upon player 2. These subtleties are related to the psychology

literature that compares guilt with shame. As noted by Tangney (1995), “there is a long-standing notion that

shame is a more “public” emotion than guilt, arising from public exposure and disapproval, whereas guilt represents

a more “private” experience arising from self-generated pangs of conscience.”
18There were 5 sessions for which there were an odd number of players, and in these cases one player was matched

with two opponents, one of them randomly assigned to determine the payoff of the player who is matched twice.
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between any pair of individual players.

The payoffs in Figure 1 were used in all treatments with numbers representing dollar amounts.

A-players received a sheet with two options, “In” (for “trust”) and “Out” (for “no-trust.”) B-

players received a sheet with two options, “Roll” (for “cooperate”) and “Don’t Roll” (for “defect”)

a six-sided die. First, A-players record their choice after which their sheets were collected. Next,

B-players record their choice without knowing the actual choice of their paired A-player. The

instructions (see Appendix B) explained that a B-player’s choice would be relevant only if his

paired A-player chose In. This conventional “strategy method” guarantees an observation for

every B-player. After the B-players recorded their decision, the resolution of the 6-sided die roll

was recorded for every B-player on the back of their decision sheet regardless of their choice.

This was explained to the participants in advance to allow for anonymity of B-players who chose

Don’t Roll in the anonymous treatments. The actual resolution of the die was relevant only if (In,

Roll) had been chosen by the pair of players. The outcome corresponding to a success occurred

only if the die came up 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 (hence,  = 5
6
).

Note that the mere presence of an experimenter, or the belief of a subject that someone is

observing their behavior, will act as a motivator for shame averse players. The experimental

design, however, keeps the presence of the experimenter constant across treatments and only

manipulates exposure to other subjects.

5 Experimental Results

5.1 The Power of Shame

Table 2 presents the means and exact confidence intervals for the trustee’s behavior in each of

the 6 treatments based on the binomial distribution. On the left are the results of the complete

panel from all the sessions and all the treatments.19 These results are also shown in Figure 2. As

predicted, there is more cooperation in treatment ME relative to MN and in AE relative to AN,

while AE and MN cannot be ranked. The magnitudes of changing exposure and anonymity are

impressive. (In what follows, 95% confidence intervals are bracketed.) The mean of cooperative

behavior practically doubles from 02 [012 030] in the AN treatment to 038 [027 048] in

the AE treatment and 04 [03 051] in the MN treatment. These are almost doubled again to

075 [065 084] in the ME treatment.

Interestingly, the behavior of B-players in the public treatments AP (073 [058 084]) and

MP (078 [065 089]) cannot be distinguished, and is also indistinguishable from behavior in the

ME treatment. This suggests that identity-matching per se does not affect behavior, and that

exposure to one player seems to have the same shame effects as exposure to the whole group. This

19These do not include the two pilot sessions, one for the AN treatment and the other for the AE treatment.

When these data are included then the AN treatment has 102 observations, a mean of .21 and a standard error of

.04. The AE treatment has 100 observations, a mean of .36 and a standard error of .048. Adding the pilot results

maintains the conclusions and strengthens the confidence intervals for these treatments.
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is consistent with shame aversion but not with guilt aversion.20 This complements the results in

Ellingsen et al. (2010) who, using a clever treatment of exposing expectations, find little to no

evidence of guilt aversion.

The right side of Table 2 shows results using only the first two treatments from each session.

The reported results are less precisely estimated since there are fewer observations. Still, the

general pattern appears consistent with the theoretical results implying that they are not driven

by the later treatments.21

Table 3 shows the results from a linear regression of the behavior of B-players who played

multiple treatments (i.e., excluding the pilot sessions). The dependent variable  is the choice

of player  in treatment . With mutually exclusive treatments (making the linear model valid)

the predicted values of  will be the expected value of  conditional on the treatments, which

is just the proportions of B-players that played Roll. Robust Huber-White standard errors are

clustered at the individual level to account for the heteroskedastic variance of the  values.
22

Column (1) contains the analysis for the first four treatments for all multi-treatment sessions.

Column (2) contains only the AP and MP treatments for the last 6 sessions. Both columns (1)

and (2) yield almost identical results to the binomial results in Table 2. Column (3) pools all

treatments for the subjects that underwent the last six sessions, each with six treatments. The

 -tests, assessing whether dummies for the treatments are jointly zero appear at the bottom of

the table. One can reject the hypothesis, given the -value of almost zero, that the dummies are

jointly equal to zero in all columns.

More meaningful  -tests relate to the theoretical predictions and test whether the coefficients

on some dummy variables are significantly different from those of other dummy variables. Indeed,

as Figure 2 suggests, the hypothesis that the behavior is the same in the MN and ME treatments

is rejected with a -value close to 0. Similarly, the data rejects that the behavior is the same in

the AN and AE treatments. However, one cannot reject the hypothesis that behavior is similar

in the ME, AP and MP treatments at conventional levels.

20Clearly, exposure to all players cannot be weaker than exposure to one, and perhaps more cooperative behavior

should be expected for the public treatments. However, there are two reasons that strictly more cooperative

behavior would fail to emerge. First, since cooperation rates are at around 75-80% with exposure to one player,

there’s not much room for improvement. It may be reasonable to believe that 20% of people are just selfish.

Second, the theoretical implications of exposure to more people depends on how players believe that other players

communicate. If one believes that exposure to one person is enough to get the “rumor mill” churning, then it can

be almost as effective as exposure to a larger set of players.
21This alleviates the concern that subjects “figure out” what the experimenter expects as they play through

treatments in the same session. Using only the first treatments includes too little data to offer meaningful results.
22More precisely, this models the discrete choice problem faced by B-players between choosing Roll or Don’t

Roll, where  ∼ Bernoulli ( =    = 1 6). Hence, [( |    = 16) =  =    = 1 6) where

  ( |    = 16) = (1− ) and the errors are therefore heteroskedastic.
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5.2 The Rationality of Trust

Turning to the trustor’s behavior, the experimental results again corroborate the predictions of

the theory. Table 4 presents the means and exact confidence intervals for all the treatments on

the left side, and for the first two treatments in each session on the right side. As before, these

are the exact means and confidence intervals based on the binomial distribution.23 The results

of Table 4 are also shown in Figure 3. Table 5 displays linear regression results for the behavior

of the A-players similarly to Table 2 for the B-players.

Again, the magnitudes of changing exposure and anonymity are impressive. The mean of

trusting behavior almost doubles from 03 [021 041] in the AN treatment to 056 [045 067] in

the AE treatment and to 055 [044 065] in the MN treatment. These increase by almost 50% to

074 [064 083] in the ME treatment. Behavior in the two public treatments AP (066 [052 079])

and MP (074 [06 085]) cannot be statistically distinguished.

The relevant  -tests are whether the coefficients on some dummy variables are significantly

different from those of other dummy variables. The stark results suggested by Figure 3 are verified

by formal statistical tests. The hypothesis that the behavior in the MN and ME treatments is

the same is rejected with a -value of 00002. The data also rejects that the behavior in the AN

and AE is the same. However, one cannot reject the hypothesis that behavior is similar in the

ME, AP and MP treatments at conventional levels.

5.3 Monotonic Individual Behavior

The model of Section 3 suggests a more stringent test of the theory beyond aggregate behavior

in that every individual’s behavior should be monotonic: when exposure or matched pairs are

introduced then there is a higher likelihood that any given B-player will choose cooperate, and

that any given A-player will choose trust.

To investigate whether monotonicity is violated, it is necessary to define what a violation of

monotonicity is for each of the two players. For B-players, cooperating in AN and not in AE, MN

or ME would constitute a violation. The reason is that there is more exposure in either AE, MN

or ME as compared with AN. If the power of shame is strong enough to induce cooperation in the

AN treatment then it must be more than enough in the other treatments. Similarly, cooperating

in AE or MN and not in ME would constitute a violation.

Like the B-players, A-players should not violate monotonicity when moving from the AN

treatment to the AE treatment, or when moving from the MN treatment to the ME treatment.

However, things are more subtle for some of the other transitions because A-players may learn

something in the middle of the experiment following the AE or ME treatments. For instance, if

an A-player trusted in the AE session and learned that his trust was abused then his posterior of

23As in Table 1, these results do not include the two pilot sessions, one which ran the AN treatment and the

other running the AE treatment. When these data are added then the AN treatment has 103 observations, a

mean of .33 and a standard error of .046. The AE treatment has 101 observations, a mean of .51 and a standard

error of .050. Thus, the pilot results do not alter the conclusions.
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the distribution of types is worse, and he may then rationally choose not to trust in a treatment

with more information. This in turn implies that a violation of monotonicity by an A-player can

be rationalized by Bayes updating following a bad experience in an AE treatment. However, if

a player A trusted in the MN (or AN) treatment, he must trust in the ME (or AE) treatment

since he does not learn about behavior.

B-players exhibit a high degree of monotonicity: only 12 out of 85 individuals violate monotonic-

ity (of these, three players exhibited two violations and one player exhibited three violations).

Players A have significantly more violations of monotonicity: 24 players out of 86. However, a

positive and significant correlation exists between A players whose trust was abused in a treat-

ment with exposure, and the same players exhibiting a non-monotonicity after learning about

the abuse. Of the 24 individuals, 20 exhibit reversals that are consistent with rational non-

monotonicity, i.e., they occur after trust in the AE treatment was violated. Only four of the 86

A-players exhibit an irrational non-monotonicity.

An alternative explanation is that a taste for reciprocity accounts for this non-monotonic

behavior (e.g., Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger (2004)). After being abused, the A-player “punishes”

the B-player. It is possible, but arguably less convincing because of the random pairings across

treatments. Reciprocity implies that players should believe that the probability of re-matching

is high enough, which is questionable with groups of six to twelve pairs.

6 Discussion

6.1 Beyond Trust Games and the Lab

The presence of pro-social behavior has been documented in the lab and the field. I will briefly

discuss results from some other studies and discuss how they are consistent with shame aversion.

6.1.1 Dictator Games

Dana et al. (2006) find that a third of participants were willing to exit a $10 dictator game and

take $9 to avoid the receiver ever knowing that a dictator game existed. As discussed earlier,

altruism or concerns for fairness cannot explain choosing the ($9, $0) exit outcome over the $10

dictator game that includes the ($9, $1) outcomes. They conclude that “giving often reflects a

desire not to violate others’ expectations rather than a concern for others’ welfare per se.” This

statement is very much in line with guilt aversion as described in Batigalli and Dufwenberg (2007).

Shame aversion can also explain these results, yet guilt averse preferences are not consistent with

all the experimental findings of Section 5 above.24

Andreoni and Bernheim (2009) also explore dictator games and suggest an explanation of

the well documented 50-50 division norm. They employ preferences where people like to be

24Shame aversion also explains another finding in Dana et al. (2006) in a game where the receiver had no

knowledge of what determins how much money he received. Almost no dictators exited from this game.
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perceived as fair, which shares a similar flavor to the shame averse preferences introduced here.

They also manipulate the recipients’ ex post information in a subtle way, resulting in audience

effects that are consistent with a perception concerns. Notice that the role of B-players above

is similar to that of a dictator with two actions (but not “constant-sum”), supplying further

evidence of audience effects. The trust game, however, goes a step further and demonstrates

the rational response of A-players who seem, through their behavior, to acknowledge that their

fellow B-players are motivated by shame aversion.

6.1.2 Voting and Public Good Provision

There have been many attempts to rationalize the fact that many people turn out to vote in

spite of their vote having little to no effect on outcomes, yet voting itself is costly. Common

explanations invoke pro-social behavior where people are “public minded,” and hence they show

up at the ballots. This implies that if access to voting becomes less costly then turnout should

increase. Using data from Swiss elections before and after mail-in voting was introduced, Funk

(2010) presents results that fly in the face of this conventional wisdom.

Mail-in voting clearly reduces voting costs substantially, yet overall turnout did not increase

on average. In fact, voter turnout decreased in smaller communities while slightly increasing in

larger ones. Turnout also decreased in communities where poll station had shorter operating

windows. Funk (2010) suggests that voters wish to be perceived as public minded, very much

consistent with shame-averse preferences. In smaller communities and in those with shorter poll

operating hours, it is more likely that someone you know will be at the station at any given

time, akin to a higher level of exposure. Mail-in voting, however, gives individual an excuse that

effectively resembles no exposure at all.

Another related application is the use of public fund-raising in religious gathering places

such as churches. Soetevent (2005) conducted a field experiment in thirty Dutch churches where

offerings were gathered randomly using either a “closed” collection bag or an open collection

baskets. When using baskets, attendants’ contributions can be identified by those sitting next

to them. Initially, contributions increased by 10% when baskets were used, though this positive

effect of using baskets petered out over the experimental period (29 weeks). Also, the coins

collected show that churchgoers switch to giving larger coins when exposed baskets were used.

Open baskets are akin to an increase in exposure, resulting in behavior that is consistent with

shame aversion.

6.2 Shame and Reputational Concerns

The repeated games literature teaches us that players who only care about material payoffs will

effectively have indirect preferences over the beliefs of others. This is particularly pronounced

for repeated games of incomplete information with imperfect monitoring (see, e.g., Mailath and

Samuelson, 2006), where a player’s digression cannot easily be detected by his counterparts. Per-
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haps players in the experiments described earlier treat the game as if it were a repeated game

with the other people in the room. Exposure eliminates imperfect monitoring, enhancing repu-

tational concerns and causing more cooperation. This can rationalize many of the experimental

results without resorting to pro-social preferences. (Note, though, that repeated games do suffer

from the well known problem of multiple equilibria.)

Two reasons render this alternative explanation less convincing than shame aversion. First,

the pool of applicants is drawn from several thousands of students and staff members at UC

Berkeley.25 For repeated interaction to convincingly explain behavior, either the probabilities of

future interaction or the marginal losses from potential future interactions need to be sufficiently

high. Both seem unlikely given the pool of applicants. Second, and more striking, repeated

interaction should predict that the level of cooperation in the ME treatment is significantly lower

than the AP and MP treatments, which is not the case. If “what goes around comes around,”

then exposure to more people should act as a significantly strong motivator.26

The relation between shame aversion and reputation is meaningful though because shame

aversion may act as reduced form preferences that facilitate trust, instead of relaying on complex

history-dependent strategies. If most human contact involves repeated interactions then prefer-

ences may have evolved to best fit these circumstances. This idea dates back at least to Frank

(1987) who argues that human emotions are shaped by natural selection.27

6.3 Concluding Remarks: Policy and Strategy

This study was motivated by an important question: what determines trust, and how can trust-

worthy behavior be encouraged? If shame aversion provides an answer, then the next question is

to what extent can individuals, organizations and policy-makers design institutions that leverage

shame aversion?

Legal scholars have discussed the role of emotions in the law (see, e.g., Posner (2001)), and

shame has been applied to crime deterrence for some time. For example, in the Spring of 2005

Oakland’s City Council President Ignacio De La Fuente was quoted saying that “We’re going

to shame the out-of-towners and locals who drive to our neighborhood to look for prostitutes.”

The strategy was to post pictures of the offenders on large billboards throughout the city. The

experiment was never truly executed because of legal battles, but it presents an example of how

shame can affect public policy.28

25 Indeed, casually observing the students as they waited to be seated suggests that very few of them knew each

other before participating in the experiment.
26Repeated interaction can still explain this (and many other behaviors) by assuming that it is enough for one

person to learn your action, after which word-of-mouth immediately spreads to all future potential partners. For

a study of pro-social preferences and reputation effects in the field see List (2007).
27There has been a flourishing formal literature that explores the conditions for evolutionary stability of non-

selfish preferences. See, e.g., Heifetz et al. (2007) and the references therein.
28The initiative was legally challenged and as a result the pictures put up on the billboards were blurred enough

to not be recognizable. The program was then shelved by the summer of 2005. For a recent discussion of shame
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An interesting business case dates back to the early nineteenth century. The Utopian idealist,

Robert Owen, adopted a novel incentive mechanism to raise the standard of goods produced in

mills in New Lanark, Scotland. Above each machinist’s workplace, a cube with four colored faces

was installed (black, blue, yellow and white, in ascending order of quality). Depending on the

quality of the work, a different color was displayed for all others to see, but no formal rewards

or punishments were used. “Owen merely walked through the factory each day looking at the

worker and then the monitor, and never said a word. Complaints by workers of unfair ratings

could be made directly to Owen. Initially, there were many black marks, but over time, the

colors changed from predominantly blue, to yellow, to white. By this device, Owen claimed to

have prevented misconduct.” (Bloom, 2003). This mechanism seems to rely on shame aversion

to promote better performance.

Peer pressure and social exposure may be a fruitful method for business organizations to

provide incentives. Mas and Moretti (2009) study the productivity of cashiers in a national

supermarket chain. They define individual productivity as the number of items scanned per

second, and find that when high productivity cashiers are added to the current pool of cashiers,

the average productivity of the other cashiers increases. They find, however, that productive

workers induce a productivity increase only in workers that are in their line-of-vision. Once

again, exposure seems to play a central role in motivating behavior.

The potential impact of shame aversion on contractual relationships and gains from trade can

be significant. Economic relationships may suffer from moral hazard and opportunism when con-

tracts cannot be fully specified or enforced. This “self interest seeking with guile,” as Williamson

put it (1975, p. 26), is at the heart of studying contractual relations and institutional design.

Interestingly, despite these hazards, problems of moral hazard are not rampant and the use of

external litigation is often the exception rather than the rule.

It is possible, though not easily proven, that shame averse preferences are responsible for

trustworthy behavior when contracts are incomplete and external enforcement is fragile. Con-

sider the case where two parties can engage in some transaction for which a contract cannot be

completely specified in advance. Agency theory suggests that information should be gathered to

support exchange only if it helps enforcement. However, if parties can reveal information that

causes exposure of poor behavior, then shame aversion calls for investing resources in revealing

such information even when it cannot be formally used in an externally enforced transaction.

Clearly, the efficacy of shame will most likely be related to the actors with whom one transacts,

and the social structure in which one does business.29 Once again, the analogy between shame

as a crime deterent see “Shame, Stigma, and Crime: Evaluating the Efficacy of Shaming Sanctions in Criminal

Law,” Harvard Law Review, Vol. 116, No. 7 (May, 2003), pp. 2186-2207.
29 If the engagement is one of a repeated kind then information that cannot be taken to court can still play an

important role in supporting repeated-game like strategies that enforce adequate behavior. Granovetter (1985)

addresses the issue of trust and malfeasance in transactions and argues that the selfish-rational model of economics,

and the over-socialized views of “generalized morality” (agents completely internalize social norms), are both

inadequate. Instead, his “embeddedness” theory argues that “the on-going networks of social relations between
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aversion and reputational concerns is apparent.
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Appendix A: Proofs

Proof of Proposition 1: The proof is straightforward and follows from Bayes updating. With

exposure, 1[| 1] = 1 and 1[| 1] = 0 This implies that a type  receives  from

choosing , while he receives  −  from choosing , implying that  is a strict best

response for all   1 = −  and  is a strict best response for all   1. ¤

Proof of Proposition 2: With no exposure player 1’s beliefs satisfy1[| 0] = 1 ≥1[| 0].
A pooling equilibrium where all types (measure 1) choose  = 0 cannot exist because if all

types choose  then 1[| 0] = 0, but then all types   −  will prefer to choose ,

a contradiction. A pooling equilibrium where all types choose  = 1 cannot exist either

because if all types choose  then 1[| 0] = 1, but then all types will prefer to choose,
a contradiction. It follows that in any equilibrium both  and  are chosen by a positive

measure of types and 1  1[| 0]  0. Given any such beliefs of player 1, player 2’s

expected utility from  is monotonically decreasing in type  implying that if some type

 chooses to cooperate then all types 0   will cooperate, and if some type  chooses to

defect then all types 0   will defect as well. It follows that any equilibrium must have a

cutoff type 0  0 so that  = 0 for all   0 and  = 1 for all   0. The cutoff type

must be indifferent between choosing  and  implying the equilibrium equation

− (1− )(1−1[| 0])0 = − (1−1[| 0])0

giving the cutoff type

0 =
− 

1−1[| 0]  1.

Last, to prove that this equilibrium is unique, notice that in any equilibrium with a cut-

off type 0, 1[| 0] depends on 0. When 0 = 0 then correct beliefs imply that

1[| 0] = 1, and1[| 0] is monotonically decreasing in 0 with lim0→∞1[| 0] =
0. Hence, there is a unique 0 that satisfies the equilibrium equation above. ¤
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Appendix B: Experiment Instructions

Thank you for participating in this session. The purpose of this experiment is to study how people make decisions

in a particular situation. There will be time for questions after the explanation. Please do not speak to other

participants during the experiment.

You will receive $7 for participating in this session. You may also receive additional money, depending on the

decisions made (as described below). Upon completion of the session, this additional amount will be added to the

$7 fee and the total will be paid to you individually and privately.

During the session you will have several decisions to make. For each decision you will be paired with another

person randomly, and the random pairing will be reshuffled for each of the decisions. For some decisions you will

not know who you are paired with, while for others you will.

  :

In each pair, one person will have the role of A, and the other will have the role of B. The amount of money

you earn depends on the decisions made in your pair.

First persons A will make their choices. On the designated decision sheet, each person A will indicate whether

he or she wishes to choose IN or OUT. If A chooses OUT, A and B each receives $5. We will collect these sheets

after the choices have been indicated.

Second, persons B will indicate whether he or she wishes to choose ROLL or DON’T ROLL (a die). Note

that B will not know whether his paired A has chosen IN or OUT; however, since B’s decision will only make

a difference when A has chosen IN, we ask B’s to presume (for the purpose of making this decision) that A has

chosen IN. B’s will then turn over their decision sheets.

Third, I will pass by each B and roll a six-sided die, recording the number 1 through 6 on the reverse side

of the decision sheet, without observing the decision. Then, these sheets will be collected, and matched to the

collected sheets from the A persons.

If A has chosen IN and B chooses DON’T ROLL, then B receives $14 and A receives $0. If A chose IN and B

chooses ROLL, B receives $10 and the roll of the die determines A’s payoff. If the die comes up 1, A receives $0;

if the die comes up 2-6, A receives $12. (All of these amounts are in addition to the $7 show-up fee.) The payoff

information from the pair of tasks is summarized in the chart below:

Decisions A receives B receives

A chooses OUT $5 $5

A chooses IN, B chooses DON’T ROLL $0 $14

A chooses IN, B chooses ROLL, die = 1 $0 $10

A chooses IN, B chooses ROLL, die = 2,3,4,5, or 6 $12 $10

Sometimes A’s who receive $0 for a given pair of decisions will be told whether their paired person chose

DON’T ROLL or whether they chose ROLL and the die roll was 1. Your final payoff will be determined by

randomly choosing one of the outcomes that you participated in, and adding that to your $7 show-up fee.
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Table 2: Percent of B-players who chose Roll (Cooperate)

Treatment actual sessions, all treatments first two treatments only

Obs Mean Std. err. 95% conf. Obs Mean Std. err. 95% conf.

AN 85 .2 .043 [.121,.301] 15 .33 .122 [.118,.616]

AE 85 .376 .053 [.274,.488] 49 .35 .068 [.217,.496]

MN 85 .4 .053 [.295,.512] 17 .29 .111 [.103,.560]

ME 85 .753 .047 [.647,.840] 55 .75 .059 [.610,.853]

AP 51 .725 .062 [.583,.841] 8 .75 .153 [.349,.968]

MP 51 .784 .058 [.647,.887] 9 .89 .105 [.518,.997]

Table 3: Behavior of B players

Linear Probability Model, Dependent variable:

Player B chose Roll (Cooperated)

(1) (2) (3)

AN 0.200 - 0.196

(0.044) (0.057)

AE 0.377 - 0.411

(0.053) (0.070)

MN 0.400 - 0.431

(0.054) (0.071)

ME 0.753 - 0.804

(0.047) (0.057)

AP - 0.725 0.725

(0.063) (0.064)

MP - 0.784 0.784

(0.058) (0.059)

Test F (4,84) F(2,50) F(6,50)

F-stat value 66.65 128.72 66.62

Significance 0.0000 0.000 0.000

N 340 102 306

No. of Clusters 85 51 51

Robust standard errors are in parentheses

(clustered at the individual level)
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Table 4: Percent of A-players who chose In (Trust)

Treatment actual sessions, all treatments first two treatments only

Obs Mean Std. err. 95% conf. Obs Mean Std. err. 95% conf.

AN 86 .302 .050 [.208,.411] 16 .375 .121 [.152,.646]

AE 86 .558 .054 [.447,.665] 51 .588 .069 [.441,.724]

MN 86 .547 .054 [.435,.654] 16 .563 .124 [.229,.802]

ME 86 .744 .047 [.639,.832] 54 .815 .053 [.686,.907]

AP 53 .660 .065 [.517,.785] 9 .556 .166 [.212,.863]

MP 53 .736 .061 [.597,.847] 9 .889 .105 [.518,.997]

Table 5: Behavior of A-players

Linear Probability Model, Dependent variable:

Player A chose In (Trust)

(1) (2) (3)

AN 0.302 - 0.340

(0.05) (0.066)

AE 0.558 - 0.585

(0.054) (0.069)

MN 0.547 - 0.604

(0.054) (0.068)

ME 0.744 - 0.660

(0.048) (0.066)

AP - 0.660 0.660

(0.066) (0.066)

MP - 0.736 0.736

(0.061) (0.062)

Test F (4,85) F(2,52) F(6,52)

F-stat value 80.09 75.84 38.18

Significance 0.0000 0.000 0.000

N 344 106 318

No. of Clusters 86 53 53

Robust standard errors are in parentheses

(clustered at the individual level)
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Figure 2: Percentage of B-Players Who Choose Cooperate in the Six Treatments

Figure 3: The Precentage of A Players Who Chose Trust in the Six Treatments
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